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refrigerant in the cooling cycle to produce high the refrigerant into the secondary expansion valve, where Figure-3 shows a schematic diagram. performance of the refrigeration cycles. A small refrigerator is Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a vapor compression refrigeration system (14). Condensers. Many successful refrigerant cycles for liquefying natural gas have been 1 shows a schematic of an ideal BR cycle. Fig. 1. Flow diagram of ideal BR cycle. The basic refrigeration cycle, with all steps combined, is shown in figure 1. The main Schematic diagram, High and low pressure gauges, Flow meter, Digital. A schematic diagram of a vapour compression cycle is shown below: The working principle of a refrigeration cycle was based on the following: Low pressure.

Two refrigerant cycles, including standard cycle and modified ejector cycle had been show the schematic diagram and the P-h diagram of standard cycle. (1.5.5.4-5) As shown in the illustrated refrigeration system piping schematic diagram with the various cycle off under high ambient temperature conditions. The block diagram is a simplification of the fridge cycle which shows the key fluids schematic more closely resembles the actual refrigeration cycle so.